### SPECIAL

**Embroidery Sale!**

**FROM**

Feb. 20th to 28th 1891.

**12 PRICE 12**

5,000 Yards of Embroideries,

These beautiful Embroideries are a large assortment of New York made firm of embroidery and a perfect sample of the best quality. The goods are not only the best but the most considerable. Each yard is finished and pressed in a large box and sold by the yard for 12 cents. The goods are not only the best but the most considerable. Each yard is finished and pressed in a large box and sold by the yard for 12 cents.

**FIRST ARRIVALS**


These goods are only the best! Here is a list of the goods:

**HARTFORD CARPET**

**KEMP DRY GOODS CO.**

**OPENING AT**

**ANDERSON & CO'S**

**THIS WEEK**

- **100...**
  - Novelty Dress Patterns
  - Fancy and Staple Dress Goods
  - Spring and Summer Wash Goods

Get your Auction Bills printed at The Enterprise Office.
WHAT TO TEACH GIRLS

By Mrs. W. B. S. B. M. B.

WEDNESDAY AIDE SICKENED, COUNCIL AND THE OIL.

The Complete Nursing Worked Out and Published
by Miss Thomas.

"Old Fashioned" is no longer the sport of
the chambermaid. Miss Thomas, for years
the diabolic brain behind the nurses' work,
has in her latest book, "The Complete Nursing
Worked Out and Published," made the
art of nursing a science. The book, which
is a treatise on every phase of the subject,
will be of inestimable value to the
student and the practitioner.

The-Care of the Patient is thoroughly
explained, and the nurse is shown how
to care for every detail of the patient's
condition, from the first sign of illness
to the moment of death.
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A New Book on Surgery

A new book on surgery, "The Complete
Surgical Manual," has been published by
Miss Thomas. The book, which is a
comprehensive treatise on the subject,
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